Date: July 3, 2012
Reference: NCG/1730/29/35

To: CISP - Ethiopia
    Borena Programmes Office
    Yabello

Dear Sirs,

Subject: Supporting Letter

CISP Ethiopia is one of the NGOs operating in the Borena zone implementing both emergency relief and Development projects that have alleviated water supply, sanitation, education, cultural and economic problems of the target community in different districts of the Borena zone of the Oromia Regional State. Among those projects, the projects entitled 'Improving Students living Condition' that have been implemented in Elwaya and Dikale Pastoral Associations of Yabello districts are model ones and have significant positive impacts on live and academic performance of the students in the intervention area. The projects are in line with zonal, Regional and Federal Government development strategy and contributed to the Millennium Development Goal. However, because of the financial constraint, we are not in a position to replicate the intervention as intended.

Our office is too much impressed by your projects and hence kindly ask you to exert your maximum potential to scale up similar interventions particularly on establishment of the Boarding schools in the new locations of our zone. In your future intervention, we ask you to consider both urban and rural schools as magnitude of the problem is almost equal in both centers.

Thank you very much CISP and Masolini Foundation for your contribution and continued effort to realize development in our zone.

Best Regards,

[Signature]
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